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AGC Student Chapter Helps Rebuild Wayne

NC&AA brings together resources, concrete practices to assist students making a difference in Wayne
Last October, a tornado laden storm shocked
the people of Wayne, Nebraska, as the National
Weather Service reported a twister the produced
EF-4 damage, which means it likely carried gusts
of between 160 and 200 mph. A few sustained
minor injuries, but luckily no fatalities.
The AGC Student Chapter - Omaha volunteered
their time and resources to prep, place, and
finish 2700 sf (57 cy) of 6 inch sidewalk. In all,
12 students and one professor dedicated their
weekend to this service project.

Editor: Kraig Kuhnel
Overland Ready Mixed
Concrete Co.
800-742-7592

The student chapter asked the NC&AA to assist
in the success of the placement, and we gladly
accepted. The NC&AA reached out to Gerhold
Concrete, Logan Contractor Supply, Carroll
Construction Supply, Hamilton Equipment Co.,
and L&M Chemicals for material, tools, and
equipment needed for the project. Not only
did the NC&AA help with resources, the NC&AA
also helped educate these students on proper
concrete placement. From banging forms to

curing the
concrete,
these
students
have a whole
new look
on proper
concrete
practices.
Special thanks
to everyone who
helped make this
project a success. The
people of Wayne are greatly
appreciative of their new
sidewalks for their new softball
complex. And if I was a gambling
man, I would bet these sidewalks
will last longer than any other
sidewalk in Wayne!
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Technical
Committee Report
Mike Willman

The 2013 - 2014 training season was completed April 16, 2014
in Kearney, NE.
The Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates Association
administered seven ACI Field Testing Technician Grade
I certification Classes with 273 people registered and 234
students certified; two ACI Flatwork Finisher & Technician
classes with 43 students registered and 33 students certified;
one ACI Concrete Strength Testing Certification class with
25 students registered and 24 students certified; and one ACI
Associate Concrete Transportation Construction Inspector
course with 3 students registered and 3 students certified.

of Roads, and the Nebraska Chapter American Concrete
Institute. The training programs continue to be cost effective
and provide quality programs due to the support of the local
Ready Mix Producers and all the volunteers.
I would like to extend a big thank you to Rochelle Hitz, Leon
Schaefer, Jereme Montgomery, Jim Musilek, Bob Matlock,
Larry Schmidt, Dan Ziska, Steve Wobken, Kyle Poff, Hoodie
Krause, Cal Splattstoesser, Gary Neu, Rodney McNeel, The
Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates Association, ACI Nebraska
Chapter, and Nebraska Department of Roads Volunteers for
all their hard work to make these programs a success.

President’s Report
Outside of the weather delays
we have experienced--some
of which have been pretty
substantial--everyone seems
to be into the construction
season full force. It sounds
like we are all really busy,
with some even wondering
if they will be able to get
everything done this year.
We are seeing the housing
market rise again along with
the commercial market, and
a lot of heavy highway work.

Terry Rogers
NC&AA President

The Tech Committee has finished up their training,
and the Promotion Committee has hosted some
boxed lunches and will be meeting to put together
their game plan for the remainder of the year.

The Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates Association
administered one NDOR Concrete Field Inspector, Level I
class with 45 students registered and 45 certified; three NDOR
Certified Concrete Plant Technician classes with 93 students
registered and 92 certified.
NC&AA and ACI Nebraska Chapter held a ACI Concrete
Field Testing Technician, Grade I certification class for the
students at Southeast Community College in Milford NE.
Certification programs are important to all of us in the
concrete industry. On behalf of the Nebraska Concrete &
Aggregates Association, we are pleased to be able to administer
these programs in cooperation with the Nebraska Department

The Safety Committee has been sending out monthly
information. In June, Safety Committee Chairman
Brandon Gunther updated us on the issue of sleep
apnea. He also had the dates and sites where the
Nebraska State Patrol would be hosting town hall
meetings concerning controlled substance use, CDL,
physical qualifications, and hours of service. If you
are not receiving these monthly updates please let
us know and we will make sure you get them. It is
becoming more and more challenging to run our
operations and Brandon is a very nice resource for
us to have; don’t be afraid to contact him with any
questions.
Hope everyone has a very successful and safe year!
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From the director
Forget what
I said, I take
it all back!

Jereme Montgomery

My animosity started 10-12 years ago, when I
interviewed applicants for a concrete crew. These
young and inexperienced kids were asking for a wage
more than we could offer, and they weren’t willing to
give what we needed, which was simply a dependable
hard working employee. In addition, when we did hire
them, they complained or would give attitude with
some of the more experienced employees (lack of
respect). It just seemed like the people we were hiring
didn’t understand the concept of hard work, respect,
or reliability. Simply put, it was a generation of sissies!
I have always resented these qualities, or lack thereof,
in our youth. But my views on this topic has recently
changed, let me tell you why.
Last month, the Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates
Association worked with the AGC Student Chapter
– Omaha Campus. Every year, the student chapter
participates in an annual service project. This year
the AGC student chapter volunteered their time to
replace sidewalks at the Wayne Softball Complex
that was damaged by the tornados of 2012. About
a dozen students volunteered their Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday to form and place nearly 60 cubic yards
of concrete sidewalks. The NC&AA worked with the
students to ensure a successful placement. I couldn’t
believe the commitment these young students had.
They didn’t have to volunteer their entire weekend to
this project, but they did. They didn’t have to have a
positive attitude all weekend, but they did. And they
didn’t have to work hard, but they did.

In addition, I recently had the privilege to see a concrete
contractor, who recently came out of retirement, to
help and assist a group of high school students learn
the trade of placing concrete.   The company is called
Kielian Construction. The owner, Steve Kielian, has
been working with these High School kids over the
past couple years not only with concrete but also
with demolition and remodeling projects. Let me tell
you, these kids are not afraid to work. I witnessed
this crew place a driveway with NO complaining and
nothing but sweat to show their commitment to the
success of the placement. Did I mention these kids
are ALL wrestlers? To me, that makes a lot of sense.
No wonder they weren’t afraid of a little sweat. These
kids could have worked a lot of other jobs that paid the
same with a lot less work, but they didn’t. They chose
to place concrete….and for that, “we salute you”.

Today’s youth is not a generation of sissies, nor are
they spoiled, lazy, or pampered. They know what
it takes to get the job done and are willing to make
sacrifices to ensure the job gets done correctly. So
I personally would like to go on record and state,
“Forget what I said, I take it all back”.
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Concrete 101
Johnson County Schools

NC&AA member, Craig Neemann with Concrete
Industries, with the assistance of Tim Hegeholz (Ash
Grove Cement Co.) and Jereme Montgomery hosted
another Concrete 101 class for Johnson County
School in Cook Nebraska.
It was another successful education program helping
young students learn about the different ingredients
used in concrete. It was also educational for the
students to learn all the different
applications concrete has to offer.

Concrete 101 is not only a great learning experience,
but it has also turned into a slight competition. During
Concrete 101, the students produce a concrete beam
(1” x 1” x 18”). If their beam holds more weight than
the instructors, then the instructor must do 10 pushups for every beam. Needless to say, the instructor
had to do 150 push-ups!
Congratulations to the students who
participated.
This class has the
potential of being future concrete
producers!

NEBRASKA CONCRETE AND AGGREGATES ASSOCIATION
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Waterfest, from

Rain to Recreation
On Saturday, June 7th, 2014, the City of Lincoln held the 5th Biennial Waterfest at Holmes Lake
Park. For three hours, guests learned about our most valuable resource — water. Exhibitors and
volunteers helped guests to learn about what they can do to reduce pollutants in local streams and
lakes.
The NC&AA exhibited and promoted how pervious concrete helps improve the quality and reduce
the quantity of stormwater. The Association had a small pervious concrete exhibit and gave away
free pervious concrete tattoos.
Persons attending Waterfest 2014 received a water passport, which was marked as they stopped
by each booth. For attending at least 10 stations, each person was eligible for a free gift. Free food
and sodas were available. Other events included: educational exhibits and booths with hands on
activities, a performance by the String Beans, canoe rides, fishing and water activities.
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ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS
What the EPA’s proposed
water rule means for you

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has proposed a rule
that defines what waters are protected under the Clean Water
Act. This new rule is likely to affect most operations throughout
the U.S.

won’t need a permit for,” she says. “So even though our industry’s
already subject to these permits, we’re going to have to get a
lot more of them.” She notes that she is especially concerned
about operations in the western portion of the U.S. “They’ve
taken that flow part out of the equation. So if you think about
out west and how many dry streambeds there are, where you
may only get rainfall once every few years, that’s difficult,” she
says. “A lot of the resources that are available out west are sand
and gravel deposits. And a lot of those are within floodplains, and
floodplains are now included in this.”

A new definition

The cost of a new rule

Source: www.aggman.com

According to the EPA, the new rule — formally known as the
“Definition of ‘Waters of the United States’ Under the Clean
Water Act” or 40 CFR 230.3 — aims to clarify which waters are
protected. The proposed rule expands the scope of protected
waters to include streams and wetlands, according to the
agency’s website. The rule states that protected waters include:

“all waters which are currently used, were
used in the past, or may be susceptible
to use in interstate or foreign commerce,
including all waters which are subject to
the ebb and flow of the tide; all interstate
water, including interstate wetlands; the
territorial seas; all impoundments of
waters identified in [the previously-stated
waters and those in the next statement];
all tributaries of waters identified in
[the previously-stated waters]; and
on a case-specific basis, other waters,
including wetlands, provided that those
waters alone, or in combination with
other similarly situated waters, including
wetlands, located in the same region, have
a significant nexus to a water identified
[previously in this section].”

Expanding federal waters
Emily Coyner, director of Environmental Services for the National
Stone, Sand and Gravel Association (NSSGA), says the EPA’s
proposed rule would expand the scope of federal waters. She
notes that areas such as ditches and floods plains are included in
the new definition.
“It used to be just navigable or next to a navigable or leading
directly to a navigable,” Coyner says. “Now it can be all sorts of
things.” She adds that the expansion would likely require more
sites to obtain water permits. She notes that producers often try
avoid areas that will require a water permit, but the proposed
rule would make doing so nearly impossible. “EPA’s proposed
rule is so broad that its going to be hard to find an area that you

A major concern regarding the proposed rule is the costs that
sites are likely to incur.
In a testimony before the EPA last month, Memphis Stone and
Gravel Co. Vice President Alan Parks pointed out that without
the appropriate permits, small companies could be fined up to
$37,500 per day.

But, as Coyner notes, the permits are expensive and can take
years to obtain.
The cost of a permit and fines aren’t all that sites could have
to pay. According to Parks’ testimony, mitigation costs — or
expenses dedicated to fixing the water that is being disturbed —
add to the concerns.
“One NSSGA member calculated that to do the additional
mitigation of a stream required under this rule would be more
than $100,000; this is just for one site in our industry,” Parks
said during his testimony. “This is more than EPA has estimated
the stream mitigation costs are for entire states in its economic
analysis.”
Coyner says, though the estimate is for only one site, it serves as
an example of what the industry could be facing.
“This type of work is really expensive. It’s really complicated.
They usually have to have consultants and attorneys help them,”
WATER RULE. . . continued on next page
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ENVIRONMENTAL
WATER RULE. . . continued from previous page

NC&AA Scholarship Committee
Names Recipients of 2014/15
Undergraduate Scholarships

Coyner says. “So that is just a cost for one site, but it’s not atypical.
Most of my members tell me that’s the kind of project that they’d
have to do as a part of getting this permit.”
In addition to actual expenses, the rule would cost time to
many sites. The permitting process takes several years already,
and Coyner says more time would be added by increasing the
number of sites that need a permit in the aggregates industry,
as well as adding sites from other industries. She says the EPA
is not likely to add workers who handle water permits, further
increasing permitting times.
And, as Parks said in his testimony, “For our business, time
is money.” Coyner adds that some NSSGA members are also
concerned about delays and supply interruptions. “Obviously
theres a limit to what they can charge,” she says.

The Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates
Association has announced the four recipients
of its 2014/15 Undergraduate Scholarships. To
be eligible for these scholarships, the applicants
must have expressed an interest in pursuing
a career in working with concrete materials
following graduation.
Typically, these scholarships will be awarded to
one engineering major, one architect major, and/
or a construction management major.

What you can do
Coyner says preparing for the rule is difficult because of the
broad language included and because it is hard to predict how
the people visiting the sites will interpret the rule.
She says the best thing to do right now is to become educated
about the rule — read it, read articles about it, talk to others in
the industry and to associations like NSSGA.
EPA is also accepting comments on the proposed rule until Oct.
20. (The deadline was originally slated for July, but the agency
announced last week that it is extending the deadline.) To learn
more about submitting a comment, click here, then click the
“How To Comment” button.

To learn more about the EPA’s proposed
water rule, visit epa.gov/uswaters.
See more at:
http://www.aggman.com/what-theepas-proposed-water-rule-means-foryou/#sthash.blj9Sk26.dpuf

“These outstanding students distinguished
themselves as undergraduates, academically
and through engagement in their institutions
and communities,” said Stan Poff, NC&AA
scholarship
committee
chairman.
“Our
scholarship
will
enable
exceptionally
talented and driven students to continue
their educational pursuits.”
The Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates
Association congratulates the following 2014/15
Undergraduate Scholars:
Brett Virgl (UNL – Lincoln), Junior
Architecture Major from Yutan Nebraska
Brandon Becker (UNL – Omaha),
Sophomore Construction Management
Major from Omaha, Nebraska.
Clayton Kasik (UNK), Sophomore
Construction Management Major from
Schuyler, Nebraska
Darby
Oertwig
(UNK),
Junior
Construction Management Major from
Amherst, Nebraska
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SAFETY NEWS
DOT Sleep Apnea
Update & Clarification
Brandon L Gunther,
NC&AA Safety & Environmental Chairman
Gana Trucking; 402-794-4320
To date there is no rule which requires medical examiners
to automatically screen a driver for sleep apnea. It is
left to the discretion of the medical examiner if further
attention or testing is required before the issuance of a
DOT medical certificate. The standard below includes
sleep apnea, asthma, emphysema, etc..

are emailed to the driver. The driver will then need to
present the results to the medical examiner. If the results
are negative the medical examiner can immediately
issue a new card. If the results are positive the medical
examiner what type of treatment will be needed before
the issuance of a valid medical card.
A Google search for DOT at home sleep study tests will
give many results. I am not endorsing any at home sleep
study over another but we have good luck with ION Sleep
Studies which costs about $250.00.
Learn more on Sleep Studies @ http://getdotsleeptest.com

DOT Proposes Use of Electronic
Logbooks to Improve Efficiency, Safety
in Commercial Bus & Truck Industries
WASHINGTON - The U.S. Department of Transportation’s
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)
today announced a proposal to require interstate
commercial truck and bus companies to use Electronic
Logging Devices (ELDs) in their vehicles to improve
compliance with the safety rules that govern the number
of hours a driver can work.

FMCSA standard 49 CFR 391.41(b)(5)
“A person is physically qualified to drive a
commercial motor vehicle if that person — Has no
established medical history or clinical diagnosis of
a respiratory dysfunction likely to interfere with
his/her ability to control and drive a commercial
motor vehicle safely.”
If the medical examiner determines that further testing is
needed to determine if a driver has sleep options available
short of sending a driver to an overnight sleep lab. There
are several at home sleep studies available generally from
$200-$400. A driver can order one of these kits online
and take the one night test at his own home. Next, the
kit is shipped back to the company where the information
is downloaded. From that downloaded information it is
determined if the driver has sleep apnea and the results

To read more on the proposed rule http://www.
fmcsa.dot.gov/regulations/rulemaking/2014-05827
The DOT is accepting comments from the
public until June 26, 2014 about this proposed
rule change. To comment on the change
click go to, http://www.regulations.gov/ !docketDetail;D=FMCSA-2010-0167
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SAFETY NEWS
The Nebraska State Patrol
Hosts Town Hall Meetings
SAVE THE DATE!
Gana

Brandon L Gunther,
NC&AA Safety & Environmental
Chairman
Trucking
402-794-4320

Here were the scheduled town hall meetings
scheduled last month:
Kearney
June 16, 2014, 7:00-10:00 p.m. at Ramada Inn
North Platte
June 17, 2014, 7:00-10:00 p.m. at Holiday Inn
Express
Scottsbluff
June 18, 2014, 7:00-10:00 p.m. at Harms
Advanced Technology Center

Guidance will be presented on the State of Nebraska’s
adoption of the 2012 Federal Legislation titled “Moving
Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century” (MAP-21).

Broken Bow
June 19, 2014, 7:00-10:00 p.m. at Broken Bow
City Auditorium

In addition to general areas of interest, specific areas
influenced by MAP-21 will be discussed, to include:

Nebraska City
June 23, 2014, 7:00-10:00 p.m. at American
National Bank

•

Controlled Substance and Alcohol Use and Testing

•

Commercial Driver’s License (CDL)

•

Physical Qualifications and Examinations of
Drivers

•

Hours of Service and Annual Inspection
Requirements

York
June 24, 2014, 7:00-10:00 p.m. at York Area
Senior Center
Holdrege
June 25, 2014, 7:00- 10:00 p.m. at Holdrege City
Auditorium
Norfolk
June 26, 2014, 7:00 -10:00 p.m. Lifelong Learning
Center
Lincoln
June 30, 2014, 7:00-10:00 p.m. at Lancaster Event
Center- Business Center

5700 Seward Ave., Ste. B
Lincoln, NE 68507
402-325-8414
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Industry Calendar
August 4

NC&AA Board of Directors Meeting

9am

York Country Club

August 4

NC&AA Golf Outing

10am registration

York Country Club

October 1

NC&AA Board of Directors Meeting

1pm

Nebraska Safety Council

October 7

NC&AA Scholarship Fund Shoot

TBD

Oak Creek Sporting Club

			

Brainard NE

November 5

NC&AA Board of Directors Meeting

1pm

Nebraska Safety Council

December 10

NC&AA Board of Directors Meeting

TBD

TBD

January 14

Quality Concrete Conference

TBD

Kearney

January 15

Quality Concrete Conference

TBD

Omaha

